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“Most men live from day to day, and their only thoughts are of themselves. Through idle amusements, through 
eating and drinking, through games and parties, through stupefying themselves with intoxicants, and through every  

other form of self-indulgence, they turn their thoughts away from the meaninglessness of their existence.”  
“Falsehood may often have the appearance of truth, but it remains false nevertheless.”

-Dr. William Luther Pierce

Ladies and gentlemen, brothers and sisters in the Messiah, and members of the TRUE remnant of Israel, it is 
past time that we evaluate ourselves and the way we allow things that have negatively affected us to exist, 
especially when we should know better. There is a problem that is festering within us all, but not only as individuals 
but it is attaching itself and changing the very thing we stand for. This problem that I am speaking of, is in the way 
we’ve come to interpret and be misled by what I and others accept as “COMFORT” and its role in today’s society. 

Frankly, creature comfort today, (I’m not talking about the reading of books or taking a walk in the woods) 
is nothing more than a tool that is being utilized by the jews, while they are making a passive, dumb-down, weak 
Aryan society which feels that “their happiness” comes from a 60+” TV, a cold case of beer, living within a gated 
community, or any other type of “self-indulgence” that makes one happy. Most of us already recognize these 
“creature comforts” and yet many of us still fall victim to these things, even though we swore to stand against them, 
and fight against those that have placed them in our path. The sermons of comfort, happiness and pleasure that are 
taught to the clear majority of our Aryan kindred, by the jewdeo-Christian pastors of today, cause the Aryan race to 
fall victim to this false sense and delusion of “comfort” as they make sure we get home in time for a football game, 
or some other activity that requires little to ne effort at all. But I think it is high time that we all understand the 
Divine Truth from the falsehood, before we become another complacent drone in the jewish arsenal of war. Comfort 
is the same thing as complacency, and complacency is nothing short of CONFORMITY, in which I see as the 
replacement of ARYAN DUTY AND HONOR!  

Have we not already supposedly made the choice to deny such evils as comfort and complacency that have 
led to the current nightmare in today’s world? Ask yourselves this simple question: “Where are you or where are 
WE failing?” I tell you what, my own personal observation is this: We are failing because we have let Yahweh slip 
from our hearts and from within our souls, we have abandoned our one and   ONLY TRUE AND RIGHTFUL 
KING, LORD   and   Savior the Messiah, and traded Him in for a BIG SCREEN TV, a stocked fridge full of items 



that are not only bad for us, but are in direct violation of HIS LAW. We have traded our worship day in for a cold 
case of beer and a bunch of niggers running wild on the TV! That is my observation and if you don’t like it then life 
is hard and you need to toughen up and prove me wrong. This should be nothing new or strange to anyone who 
holds true faith in Yahweh, or in the 14 words spoken originally by Adolf Hitler and later coined by David Lane, or 
the 88 precepts, or spoken by the likes of Pastor Richard G. Butler, Dr. William Pierce or others still, like Billy 
Roper, Eli James or myself for that matter. But people’s actions speak louder than words ever will, and we are all 
the same tree, but we are all branching off in different directions. Some are trying to plant a whole new tree! SAD! 
People indulge in conspicuous consumption to avoid authenticity. They have cheap fake plastic lives that they fill 
with cheap fake plastic stuff, thinking that the more stuff they amass the more they can fill up the empty hole of 
meaningless and purposeless inside themselves, but no matter how much stuff they have, it's never enough, because 
it isn't stuff they need, it is stuff they want. The desire to fill yourself up with trinkets and gadgets, is the evil of the 
jew working on you to have you remain complacent and “self-indulged” members of the Race of Adam, Yahweh’s 
chosen, the White Christian Race, that is fast becoming the most endangered species on the face of the earth. WHY? 
Because we have permitted these false gods and idols to run OUR LIVES! Instead of letting the ONE TRUE 
KING AND LORD run our lives. People in the time of the Messiah didn’t have creature comforts, and they were 
happy, they were living the here and now, not considering the future. Why would they? They wanted for not, and 
had everything provided unto them by the Messiah.  

Under NO CIRCUMSTANCE EVER, should our “comfort” allow us to neglect our sworn duties as 
ARYANS, as Soldiers of YAHWEH, as the TRUE REMNANT OF THE MESSIAH. In fact, our comfort, if we 
must use that word at all, should come from knowing that we serve true to our purpose and Yahweh, and when 
something needs to be done, well then, my friends it GETS DONE WITHOUT QUESTION! YET, with this 
realization, I have witnessed firsthand, these “comrades, brothers in arms, and BROTHERS IN THE MESSIAH” 
have constantly refused to accept their duty because it might mean making a personal sacrifice, which is the enemy 
of comfort, in which being complacent is far easier. In fact, many of the leaders in today’s organizations are 
allowing things to happen and pass that should be forbidden, so that their own personal comfort isn’t disrupted, but 
yet fulfilled. Many of you know this to be true, because you have personally experienced this or were party to it, 
without knowing it until now.

We should already know and expect that things are not always going to be easy, nobody ever promised us 
that it was going to be a leisurely walk in the park, because as we all know that is NOT THE WAY OF THE 
REMNANT OF THE MESSIAH! We all within the rank and file of this “movement” (I use that term loosely 
because to be a movement that would require us to MOVE, and it seems more like we are a stagnant body of water, 
that is finally getting some much-needed rain to cause that movement we have wanted for so long) sworn an oath in 
some form or fashion. Those of the TRUE Dual Seedline Christian Identity faith gave it to Yahweh and in front of 
Yahweh. That oath was to serve HIM and to place ourselves in the line of fire at every opportunity presented to 
ourselves, to save HIS REMNANT of the TRUE house of Israel. We rejected false comfort, the “living on our 
knees in service to a master and Lord that is NOT YAHWEH”, to pursue rightful action in HIS name, the picking 
up of the sword and fighting till the end, no matter how much scorn or harm may fall upon us by the world of 
COMPLACENT PARASITES. Luke 9:23-25 KJV states: “And He said to them all, ‘If any man will come after 
me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow me. For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: 
but whosoever will lose his life for my sake, the same shall save it. For what is a man advantaged, if he gain the 
whole world, and lose himself, or be cast away?’” So, when I see a member of the REMNANT, who based their 
decisions on whether or not this action will cause them discomfort or lose a COMFORT they have, it really sickens 
me to the core of my being, they; those that chose a creature comfort over service to their RACE, sickens me and I 
cannot call them my brother, for they have another brother, and that is the comfort of man,   not the comfort of/in 
Yahweh! 

The reality of the matter is that we, are living in an age of decay, both morally and spiritually, and it 
surrounds and smothers us with anything and everything that is ANTI-CHRISTIAN and ANTI-ARYAN; but wait a 
second, didn’t we swear an oath that we want to stand up against everything that is un-CHRISTIAN and un-



ARYAN? Are not the people we call heroes, who gave their lives rather than to conform to a diseased world, already 
set an example for us to follow? Did not our Lord and Savior the MESSIAH, give His life for YOU, so you would 
have redemption for your actions? Did he not order you to sell your cloak and buy a SWORD? Luke 22:36 KJV 
“Then said He unto them, ‘But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that hath no 
sword, let him sell his garment, AND BUY ONE’” Do you stand for duty, and honor, or complacency (comforts)? 
Folks, I am sorry to inform you of this, but YOU CAN NOT HAVE BOTH, for they cannot exist together, HONOR 
= struggle, life, truth; Comfort = cowardice, lies, death. Comfort neglects/removes/replaces Honor & Duty, and 
replaces it with gluttony, and self-indulgences. 

If we would look back into our history, we can clearly see what happens when we allow “COMFORT”, to 
coexist with an Aryan society, and every time, we also see the disaster that accompanies it. The Holy Scriptures are 
full of this very same statement. LOOK FOR THEM! Now, let us look at an example of this animal known as 
creature comfort and it effect. I am not going to give you a Holy Scripture story because as His REMNANT, I want 
you to find your own within those Holy pages, it is time you did some research and some self-studies, to show 
YOURSELF APPROVED! Let us look to Rome as an example, and let us use the great Roman fire that destroyed 
half of the city. 

Though the infamous emperor Nero ruled Rome for less than two decades, his reign witnessed tremendous 
changes to the empire’s capital city. Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus — more often known as Nero — was a great-
grandson of Caesar Augustus. When he was a child, he and his mother, Agrippina, were exiled by Agrippina’s 
brother, emperor Gaius Caligula, to the tiny Pontian Islands. Two years later, however, the banishment was lifted 
when Agrippina’s uncle, Claudius, took hold of the empire. Nero’s mother soon convinced Claudius to marry her 
and make Nero his heir. In 54 A.D., Claudius was murdered, purportedly a victim of poisonous mushrooms given to 
him by Agrippina. Nero became the emperor of Rome at age 16. Several years later, Nero had his power-hungry 
mother moved to a separate residence; shortly thereafter, he allegedly had her killed. There was no end to Nero’s 
ambition. One of his grandest plans was to tear down a third of Rome so that he could build an elaborate series of 
palaces that would be known as Neropolis. The senate, however, objected ardently to this proposal. Exactly what 
happened next has remained a mystery for nearly 2,000 years.

On the night of July 19, 64 A.D., a fire broke out among the shops lining the Circus Maximus, Rome’s 
mammoth chariot stadium. In a city of two million, there was nothing unusual about such a fire — the sweltering 
summer heat kindled conflagrations around Rome on a regular basis, particularly in the slums that covered much of 
the city. Knowing this, Nero himself was miles away in the cooler coastal resort of Antium. Yet this was no ordinary 
fire. The flames raged for six days before coming under control; then the fire reignited and burned for another three. 
When the smoke cleared, 10 of Rome’s 14 districts were in ruin. The 800-year-old Temple of Jupiter Stator and the 
Atrium Vestae, the hearth of the Vestal Virgins, were gone. Two thirds of Rome had been destroyed.

History has blamed Nero for the disaster, implying that he started the fire so that he could bypass the senate 
and rebuild Rome to his liking. Much of what is known about the great fire of Rome comes from the aristocrat and 
historian Tacitus, who claimed that Nero watched Rome burn while merrily playing his fiddle. Gangs of thugs 
prevented citizens from fighting the fire with threats of torture, Tacitus wrote. There is some support for the theory 
that Nero leveled the city on purpose: the Domus Aurea, Nero’s majestic series of villas and pavilions set upon a 
landscaped park and a man-made lake, was built in the wake of the fire.

It would have been very inappropriate on the part of the elite in Rome. They would have been happy if Nero 
had built the Domus Aurea out in the country, but to do it here in the city really was an extraordinary kind of 
statement. 

Tacitus was a member of this Roman elite, and whether there is a bias in his writing is difficult to know. 
Indeed, Tacitus was still a boy at the time of the fire, and he would have been a young teenager in 68 A.D., when 
Nero died. Nero himself blamed the fire on an obscure jewish religious sect, whom he indiscriminately and 



mercilessly crucified. During gladiator matches he would feed these jews to lions, and he often lit his garden parties 
with the burning carcasses of jewish torches. Yet there is evidence that, in 64 A.D., many Roman Christians 
believed in prophecies predicting that Rome would soon be destroyed by fire. Perhaps the fire was set off by 
someone hoping to make the prediction come true.

You see, Rome allowed race-mixing, false idol worshiping, and worldly comforts to be the core of their 
being. They were blinded to what was going on at that time in Roman history, because they grew as a country to 
desire their comforts above all else. Now we can look at this from both the literal and metaphoric sense as an 
example of what happens when we give into such basic desires, wants and creature comforts, and allow our society 
to be driven by such pleasures, instead of letting Yahweh, in which we destroy ourselves, spiritually and ethnically. 

To bring this point home, let me tell you another story, and I promise it will not be long at all. You see, there 
is also a famous conversation in history between a foreign diplomat and a Roman senator, who were attending one 
of the many events at the Colosseum. The diplomat asks at one point, “How do you get away with so much 
corruption?” The senator waves his over the crowd and reply’s, “Keep them feed and entertained and they will 
never notice the veil that blinds them (the masses) from the truth.” Does this sound like anyone or any race that we 
know? It should! The point seems to be very clear, or at least it does in my eyes.  Give the people enough to eat, and 
keep them occupied with creature comforts, and they remain docile little sheep, that must be herded every now and 
then, and placed back on the fields. When they veer from the field give them something better so they return, fresh 
grass, or hay as it is. Give the people their comfort and they will cease to care about the evils around them as long as 
they remain “happily comfortable.” Contemplate this while you are watching a football game this weekend, or 
going out to a bar. 

Comfort is an unnatural, false feeling that attempts to take away and mask the reality of struggle by offering 
you a supposed easier path. It removes your thoughts of defense, and self-sustainability. It removes your own 
thoughts and temporarily replaces them, and for a time keeps them hidden from yourself. When the jews see us, the 
Aryan Race fighting back they invent something new that takes us back 100 steps, and we once again struggle to 
regain even 1 step. Comfort attempts as a means not the solution to turn a blind eye to the injustices being 
perpetrated by the masses. “What you can’t see can’t hurt you, right?” Sure, that is the thought of many Aryan 
people today, those that are blind and have not seen or had their eyes open to the truth. Let’s use another example 
here, let us say to the average Joe (the one that has been programmed the jewish way). Let’s say that we tell him 
that 1 in 2 people will die of cancer. First thing he will do is try and rationalize that he won’t be the one to get 
cancer, then almost instantaneously that thought is replaced with some sort of a comfort thought, “Well if I buy this 
or that, or take this pill or that pill I am positive it will not happen to me.” So, instead of facing a fact, that makes 
him feel vulnerable, he automatically chooses to stay complacent (comfortable) with some “happy” feeling of 
delusion. 

So, folks, there it is in a nut shell; COMFORT IS A DELUSION. It is a seed of misconception that has 
been placed unnaturally within our psychological makeup, in order to give a person a cop-out, instead of facing up 
to and enduring the struggle that lay ahead of us, as a Race, which is one of the laws of nature. Picture this, a kosher 
Dr. telling you every time without fail, all will be okay, just go to your happy place, well, Dr. Charcoal my happy 
place is putting this size 12 combat boot along your head. How is that for comfort? 

Therefore, we as a Race must deny what has come to be known as comfort. As Aryans, we have been able to 
create and fall victim to such a false idea as comfort, which now has been implanted and is festering and destroying 
the Aryan Race. Let us use the animal kingdom for a second and let us use the wolf. The wolf does not know 
“comfort”, its whole life is struggle to live or become complacent (comfortable) and die; or someone’s pet for their 
personal amusement. The modern-day dog, is the direct side effect of what happened when the wolf unknowingly 
accepted an unnatural thing as comfort. The wolf was offered an easy meal by the humans who discarded their left 
overs on the journey westward. It began to transform the wolf in such a way that they started to become comfortable 
and no longer had the urge or instinct to hunt for its meals. All they had to do was follow the humans. Because of 



this action, we now have the common place dog. You see, if you take away an instinct in this case hunting you see 
what happens. A modern-day dog, is a poor comparison to its ancestor the wolf. So, beware of comfort, for it is 
down-breeding in a neighborhood near you, stay true to the inner wolf, and do not become complacent in your 
activities, or your life, do NOT BECOME COMFORTABLE!  

One of the biggest problems today is that nobody wants to step out of their imaginary little bubble called a 
“Comfort Zone”, instead that is what they are seeking. Just remember the wolf! I would like to think of our 
founding fathers of this great nation who knew not of complacency and rejected comforts; for example, in 1776 
while at war with the British Crown, things were looking rather dire for the patriots of this country. And good ‘ol 
Jolly King George offered to all those who jumped ship and protested the crown of England, he offered to pardon 
them if they would show loyalty to the crown once again. They would be offered land, prestige, title and other such 
things, ONLY if they would show loyalty to the crown once again. Yet, those who were true examples of the Aryan 
man, rejected such “comforts” deciding to fight for their Honor and push forward rather than accept this “creature 
comfort” that the king was offering. 

When the true Aryan man or woman, gives into such a false concept as comfort there is only one outcome; 
which is the DESTRUCTION OF THE ARYAN RACE! This isn’t hard to see as we look around at this great 
country of ours today, or most of the world today were the Aryan once held precedence. To those that claim to fight 
for Aryan virtue, Honor and Duty, you have recognized such a disease and you have vowed to fight against such a 
travesty to our people, so keep true and do not fall victim to the enemies’ big lies!

A TURE ARYAN, denies the modern day “creature comforts”, that are destroying the very things that make 
our RACE great, worth fighting for and preserving. We are NOT a complacent, dumb-down Race who only seeks 
“comforts”, but rather we have always excelled through struggle, for that is an unavoidable FACT OF LIFE! For 
our Race to continue its existence we cannot be stagnant, therefore we must and should reject the creature comforts 
that abound this great country of ours. The very symbol we profess as DIVINE TRUTH (The cross, the swastika) 
represents the true struggle of the Aryan man and shows us that “well-being”, comes through this eternal struggle in 
which marks us as a Nobel race, with a Divine Consciousness if we remain TRUE! 

The choice is ours to either accept the evil notion of living a comfortable life or accepting our true place on 
this earth as a NOBLE member of a vanguard, which seeks to preserve and ensure the continual progress that is 
ours as a DIVINE DESTINY! But, remember that there is no room for comfort to exist, yet there is still satisfaction 
in knowing that you have been chosen to fight for the DIVINE TRUTH of providence and to smash anything that 
attempts to deny you such! 

I leave you with this last thought, we do not seek the comforts of man, for we cannot take them with us 
when we arrive and face our Lord and Savior. Our comforts are provided for us in Heaven if we do our duty HERE 
ON EARTH! As my friend, Billy Roper put it there is no luggage rack on the road to eternal salvation and life with 
our Lord and Master!


